CU Innovations brings sciences from inception to implementation

CU regents continue progress on presidential search

The CU Board of Regents continues to be active with the presidential search, laying the groundwork for the process that is expected to formally begin in late summer or early fall.

Ahead of today’s regular board meeting, Chairman Glen Gallegos said the board has had executive session meetings to discuss the process, its component parts and a timeline.

“The presidential search is a top priority and the board intends to give it our full attention in the weeks and months ahead,” Gallegos said. “The regents have had great discussions already about how we will proceed.”

Gallegos also said the appointment of Todd Saliman as interim president will allow the regents to place a sharp focus on the search.

“We have every confidence that Todd will do a great job and we know he has the full support of the board, the administration and the chancellors and their teams,” he said.

The Board of Regents has the statutory authority and responsibility for selecting the next president.

“That is a responsibility we take extremely seriously,” Gallegos said.

The board agreed the search will be national in scope and that it will use a search firm identified through CU’s regular RFP process. It has yet to make decisions about a regent (or regents) to chair the search committee (per regent policy) or the search committee itself.

Gallegos also said Regent Policy 3.C will guide the search. The board is scheduled to introduce a notice of motion at its meeting today to make slight modifications to three areas of that policy: adding a provision for two regents to co-chair the search (which happened in the most recent presidential search); more clearly articulating the attributes and role of community members on a search committee; and allowing for the release of certain demographic data on candidates while also maintaining confidentiality of the pool. The motion will proceed through the ordinary governance process, with input from shared governance groups before any changes are formalized.

Regent Vice Chair Lesley Smith said the board is committed to transparency in the search while also noting there will be times when they will have to balance that with confidentiality of candidates. She also said the board will have regular communication with the university community through a continually updated website, as well as in-person engagement. The website is expected to post in the coming weeks.

“We fully understand that constituents inside and outside the university have a deep interest in this process and we intend to actively engage with them and hear their insight,” she said. “We also know the importance of connecting with our shared governance groups to get their input.”

Smith said the board is considering listening sessions on campuses and possibly beyond to gather input from faculty,
staff, students and others.

Colorado’s Equal Pay Act: What does it mean for you?[7]

In 2019, Colorado passed the Equal Pay for Equal Work Act[8], which took effect on Jan. 1, 2021. The law is designed to reduce the compensation gap that exists based on sex or gender identity, or sex or gender identity plus another protected status, between workers doing substantially similar work.

Each Colorado employer is responsible for implementing practices and procedures required by the act to achieve greater parity in employee compensation.

CU is in the process of implementing the law’s requirements and has nearly completed the initial salary audit[9] to identify salary outliers across its campuses.

Here are the highlights of the law’s requirements and CU’s current progress.

What does the law require?

The Equal Pay for Equal Work Act sets some key requirements and prohibitions employers must follow in their hiring and promotion processes.

When recruiting, the law requires employers to post all open jobs with the hourly or salary rate or range and any benefits, and to post all positions that could be a promotional opportunity for one or more current employees.

In hiring, the law prohibits hiring managers from requesting a candidate’s wage history or using any known history to determine the compensation they offer a candidate.

What does the law NOT require?

Colorado’s Equal Pay for Equal Work Act does allow for wage differences if they meet the criteria outlined in the law.

For example, the law allows for pay differences if the work is not substantially similar; if an employee has more job-related education, experience or training; if a seniority or merit system is used to set pay; or based on the geographic location of the work (among other criteria). Because of this, for example, positions on different CU campuses may pay differently, due to differences in geographic location.

Does the law require paying market rate for positions?

No. Employers are not required to ensure their wages match those of competitors or meet any level of parity with the market rate for similar job types or industries.

Colorado companies must only ensure that jobs within their company pay equitably based on “substantially similar work, regardless of job title, based on a composite of skill, effort ... and responsibility.”

How does Colorado’s law compare to other equal pay laws?

Colorado is not the only state[10] to enact an equal pay law. In addition to 1963’s federal Equal Pay Act[11], 42 states have equal pay laws. Like Colorado, most states allow wage differentials based on seniority, merit, education,
experience, training and other considerations. Eight states provide exemptions for small businesses, which Colorado’s law does not. The Colorado law’s job posting requirements are unique.

Learn more about the federal Equal Pay Act[12].

Who will be affected by the law’s passage?

As part of an initial audit[9] – a practice recommended but not required by the law – CU has so far identified possible wage outliers in 3% of the nearly 22,000 positions it has reviewed. Of those, 1.4% were possible lower-than-comparable wage outliers.

Positions identified as outliers will be examined more closely, first to ensure the data is accurate, and second to assess those positions for any wage differences allowed by the law (see above: What the law does not require).

When will pay analysis be completed?

Analysis is expected to be complete by the end of this summer with some work continuing through fall. With the results finalized, identified pay discrepancies will be addressed by the year’s end.

Can I request a salary analysis?

Until the initial analysis is complete, faculty and staff are asked to delay making individual salary analysis requests.

Each campus Human Resources office, in collaboration with campus Institutional Equity offices, is developing a review process for Equal Pay Act issues, and details will be released as these processes are finalized.

How will CU ensure pay equity in the future?

Routine salary analysis will continue to be a part of standard human resources practice.

This will come into play, particularly, during hiring and promotion processes. Many of the act’s measures relate to job posting and hiring, such as posting all open jobs and promotions as well as prohibitions on using wage history to set pay. Guides tailored to each campus[13] are available to aid hiring managers in ensuring they follow the law during the recruitment process.

Human Resources offices will review the salaries of comparable positions to set the salary range offered for any new position or promotion opportunity to avoid internal equity issues.

Where I can find more information?

For details on the Equal Pay Act, visit your campus Equal Pay Act webpage. 
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